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The meeting was ca] led to .9raer at 3. 4 5 p.m. 

48, 54 .AND 55 (continued) 

The CHAIRMAN: The Committee will continue its consideration of and 

action upon draft resolutions related to disarmament items. 

Mr. PRASAD (India): My delegation would like to thank Ambassador Fonseka 

of Sri Lanka, Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean, for presenting 

document A/37/29, containing the report of the Ad Hoc Committee as well as a draft 

resolution recommended· bY'.:~fl.e Committee for adoption by the General Assembly by 

consensus. If we have been able to secure a consensus resolution in the 

Ad Hoc Committee this year, it is due in no small measure to the patience, 

persuasiveness an~ diplomatic skill of Ambassador Fonseka. 

While India joins the consensus in favour of the draft resolution recommended 

by the Ad Hoc Committee, we should not like to make a secret of our disappointment 

at the decision being taken to postpone the convening of the conference on the 

Indian Ocean from 1983 to 1984. We are pained that the price of consensus this 

year has been the virtual reproduction of General Aseembly resolution 36/90, with 

the changes conse~uent upon the shifting of the dates. Furthermore, the lack of 

agreement on specific dates even within 1984 demonstrates that certain countries 

have not given up their negative attitude to the Declaration of the Indian Ocean 

as a Zone of Peace. Those countries have been known to be totally insensitive 

to the demand of the littoral and hinterland States that the Indian Ocean should 

be rid of great-Power military bases and presence. They have persistently refused, 

by bringing into the Committee their own outmoded doctrines of containment and 

balance of power to allow it to make any progress in the direction of discharging 

its mandate. 

'l'he draft resolution recommended by the Ad Hoc Committee this year shows that 

it has been rendered unable to make any kind of progress, even progress in terms 

of language, not to speak of any substantive advancement. The mere repetition of 

the language of last year 1 s resolution to which we have been reduced is a sad 

commentary not only on the state of affairs in the Ad Hoc Committee, but also on 

the situation in the Indian Ocean itself. The refusal to move forward in any 

manner in the Committee reflects the adamant refusal of certain Powers even to 

contemplate their withdrawal from the Indian Ocean. 
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(l:lr. Prasad_L _ _:);_ndi_a) 

'l"'he non··aligned countries~ proceeding on the basis of consensus r8solnt i.on 

36/90, proposed earlier this year, during the Geneva session of the Ad Ho~ Con~nittee, 

that the conference on the Indian Ocean should open in Colombo in j~ay 1983. 

In a draft resolution submitted to the Committee, the non-aligned countries not 

only proposed specific dates, but also identified the necessary :preparatory work 

which was to be completed. But it became clear soon enough that certain so-called 

like-minded delegations had their ovm interpretation of resolution 36/90, and 

that they had used the consensus language of that resolution rnerely to ca.rnouflage 

their opposition to the conference. It became clear that their efforts 

during the whole of 1932 were aliued at diverting the attention of the Ad_]{oc 

Committee to certain extraneous issues, thus preventing the harmonization of 

vievrs that would ha.ve led to the holding of the conference. In Geneva, those 

countries even tried to project these efforts as a positive contribution to 

the Committee 1 s vrorl>: and to misdirect the Committee to areFts totally outside 

its mandate. 

The non--aligned countries, painfully avrare of the need for practical 

action to rid the Indian Ocean of the menacing presence there of the great Pavers, 

made several concessions during the negotiations to enable the Committee to 

come up vrith a decision on the specific dates for the conference, even if it 

meant the postponenent of the conference to the first half of lS)Gl!. He reco~"",ni zed 

that it would be helpful to utilize the time betl·reen now ancl the first h2.lf of 

1984 further to hai'lilonize views and to complete the preparatory vrork. He 

proposed appropriate language to that effect during the a[jOnizinr~ negotiations 

in the last three months in the hope that a specific date would be set for the 

completion of the preparatory work, if not for the conference itself. The 

non-alignec1 countries were not only flexible artd accommoc1ating, but also ill:aginative 

and innovative throughout the negotiations, but the determined ne:o;ativism of 

a particular group of countries bloclred our worl~ at every stape, and consec:uently 
f 

we have a draft resolution vrhich does not even set specific dates for the 

conference. 
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(Mr. Prasad, India) 

Although we should have lH:.ed the present resolution to be more specific 

about the dates for the conference, vre vie1v its adoption by the General AsseHbly 

as amounting to a decision to convene the conference on the Indian Ocean 

in the first half of 19G1~. In this context, \·re attach special importance to 

orPrative :lara:.raph 2 .· vrhich for the first time ::takes note of the views expressed 

reln.tin;~ to the need for conveninG of the Conference during the first half of 1981~;" 

(A/37/29 y~)" Fe should not permit the ne~ativism of certain countries, hovrever 

pm.rerful" once l:'[~ain to block the vish of the ovenrhelminG majority of 

the IIember States to convert the Indian Ocean into a zone of peace. In other 

1-rords, while ive have refrained from insistinG on a stronger resolution this year 

for the sake of consensus, our position should not be taken as lacking in 

determination to raove resolutely for~-.rard to convene the conference without 

further delay. 

The disturl)inr; trend of deliberations in the Ad Hoc Committee compels us to 

restate the facts concerning the setting up of the Ad Hoc Committee, lest there 

should be any confusion, doubt or misrepresentation of the facts. The Declaration 

of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace contained in General Assembly resolution 

2832 (JCCVI) represents the expression of the interests and aspirations of the 

littoral and hinterland States, most of them non-aligned, to c~eate a zone of 

peace in the Indian Ocean from which great Power presence could be excluded, 

enabling the States of the area to embark on the task of national reconstruction, 

free from external interference and influence. The determination of the peoples 

of the littoral and hinterland States to preserve their hard~vron independence, 

sovereignty and territorial integrity found its expression in the Declaration. 

In 19'71, the non-aliGned States brought up the concept of a zone of peace because 

the~r 1rere apprehensive that the grm·rinc great-Power military presence and 

concentration in the Indian Ocean i'TOuld pose a threat to their security. Even 

since che adoption of the Declaration" the military presence of the great Povrers, 

instead of decreasing, has been increasing on such H scale that the Indian Ocean 

today faces a strateeic and security situation which is unprecedented in its 

history. Never before has the Indian Ocean 1-ritnessed such a massive display of 

destructive potential as that evidenced by the presence of bases equipped 't·rith 

nuclear weapons, aircraft carriers and so on. 
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(l,lr. Prasad, India) 

It is this fact~ which has been the prime focus of the concerns of the littoral 

and hinterland States to uhich the Ad Hoc Col1lillittee should be addressing its 

attention. Resolution 2992 (XXVII) had specifically charged the Committee llith 

the implementation of the Declaration and it uas for the very same purpose that 

the convening of the conference on the Indian Ocean was scheduled 

in terms of resolution 34/80 B. 

Uhen the General Assembly decided to expand the Ad Hoc Committee in order to 

secure the co-operation of the permanent members of the Security Council and the 

major maritime users in the implementation of the mandate of the Committee~ it 

rTas clear that the General Assembly had not aGreed that the objectives and the 

mandate of the Committee should be changed to suit the convenience of the new 

members as a condition of their joining it. It l·ras legitimate for the original 

members of the Ad Hoc Committee to expect that the new members 1rere prepared to 

co-operate in the implementation of the Committee 1 s mandate. ~:'he.t the latter should 

have tried to overturn and subvert the mandate of the Committee from within was 

a matter of regret and concern. The injection of nev elements for the sake of 
1'updating 11 the concept of the zone of peace was a thinly veiled attempt at 

whittling away the ve~J basis of the Committee to suit the interests and 

preoccupations of a fe"tr members~ vrhich are certainly contrary to the expressed will~ 

interests and aspirations of the overw'helru.ing majority of the littoral and 

hinterland countries of the Indian Ocean. The repeated urgings to consider a 

documen~ which its sponsors themselves called 11hurriedly put together\ on 

principles is the latest in the series of the ner;A.tive contributions being made 

to the Committee by some of its members. 

The discussions in the Ad Hoc Committee during 1982 have revealed that 

certain countries wish to extend the preparations for a conference on the Indian 

Ocean ad infinitum, arcuing that preparatory work of a su1Jstantive nature 

cannot be completed in a hurry. The setting up of ,preconcl.itions either with 

regard to the harmonization of views or vi th reGard to the political and security 

climate in the Indian Ocean area is" we feel 9 merely a prete~± to postpone the 

conference indefinitely~ if not to ldll it altogether. 
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(I..Ir. Prasad, India) 

While it is generally accepted that some dee;ree of harmonization of vievs is 

necessary before a conference of this kind can be convened, such harmonization is 

an ongoing process and cannot become a precondition for its convening. As regards 

the political and security climate, it is the very seriousness of the situation 

in the Indian Ocean caused by the presence of f.,Teat Powers "'·Thich necessitates the 

early convening of such a conference. 

~1ere has been an attempt to portray the question of the Indian Ocean as a 

zone of peace as a purely regional disarmament measure. This approach is contrary 

to the facts, since the peace of the Indian Ocean is being threatened by the 

escalating military presence of the great Pmrers. It is precisely this 

extra-regional. military presence "'·rhich has necessitated the declaration o:f the area 

as a zone of peace. The Declaration embodies a proposal that has emanated, in a 

very real sense~ from the littoral. and hinterland States of the Indian Ocean. 

Over the years, it has also represented their continued hope that this is the 

~rincipal way to ensure the return of peace and tranquillity to the area. The 

gatherings of the non-aligned countries have repeatedly em~hasized the imperative 

need for the implementation of the Declaration. He call upon the Ad Hoc Committee 

to proceed vdth the convening of the conference on the Indian Ocean as a necessary 

step for the implementation of the Declaration adopted in 1971. Ue hope that the 

nesativism of certain nembers of the Committee 'Hill not paralyse it or render it 

a forum for polemics. '\Te shall endeavour in the coming months to enable the 

Committee to concentrate on the remaining preparatory work of a substantive nature 

so that the conference "'dll be held in 1984. 

In conclusion, I should like to recall the lrords of the Prime Minister of 

India, Shrimati Indira Gandhi: 

"The Indian Ocean has brought conquerors to India in the past. Today 

"''Te find it chur11ing ui th danger. Even the Pacific hardly lives up to its name. 

The frantically increasing pace of militarization in the Indian Ocean makes 

the 3,500 miles of our coast more vulnerable. 1Io1v can "tvc acquiesce in any 

theory which tries to justify the threat to our St:!cU.L·lL,y· environment or condone 

the existeuce of foreign bases aud erni.sin~ fl.eets? 
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(l.:J'r. Prasad 2 India) 

n:nnt:J:..fo'uden~c implies· the r~;f:I,V<Jnsibility of deciding what is good and 

safe for ourselves and of charting our own course. 

llAny big-Poi·Ter con:f'l.ict in our oceans or neighbuurhood uill hit us 

hard. All this tension bas built UJ.l because of' the c·ollapse of' d~tente 

and the resultant reneual of the cold vTar with all its severity. Great 

Poi-Ters have great responsibilities. It is up t.o them to turn auay from the 

pursuit of power, 1rhich is in any case illusory, return to the negutiating 

table and come to an understanding to dismantle the ap:par!:!.tus of 

confrontation. They can thereby make a decisive contribution to the 

reduction of tensions and set the vrorld on the path of peace and prc..r;rcss. '' 

Mr. AL-HADAIIY (Iraq): I should like at the outset to extend my sincere

thanks and appreciation to my friend l:Tr. J!'onseka of Sri Lanka and to all those 

i-Tho collaborated "1-dth him in preparing the valuable report contained in document 

A/37/29. My delegation feels happy to associate itself with the consensus or" 

tho.t document. 
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Hmvever~ my delegation considers that it is imperative to make the following 

observations. 

During the debate on this item in the Ad Hoc Committee my delegation 

proposed the insertion in the o..raft of the following pr.eambular paragraph: 

,;Taking note of the concern repeatedly expressed by the non-aligned 

countries regarding the situation in the Indian Ocean~ as well as the 

recommendations made by the various conferences of the Non-Aligned 

Movement to enhance all the efforts that may lead to the implementation 

of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace." 

The motive behind suggesting that innocent paragraph vms simply to pay 

tribute to the Non'"Aligned Hovement for its genuine conviction in and useful 

contribution towards the promotion of peace and security in that vital part 

of the world. 

After realizing the gravity of the situation in the Indian Ocean~ the 

leaders of the Movement~ following their second summit meeting in Cairo in 

October 1964? recommended that concerted action by all parties concerned must 

be taken to ensure safety and stability in the region. Thereafter the same 

Tordtion was reiterated in almost all the conferences of r::cn-aligned r:.a.tior!s 

at various levels. It is worth noting, however? that~ thanks to the efforts 

of the Non-.Aligned Hovement, the General Assembly adopted in 1971 its 

Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace. 

·ue were extremely astonished to note that a fei·T delegations? among 

them the United States delegation? declared their opposition to the Iraqi 

ara.endment, which~ as I have stated, was submitted in good faith and for a 

p:ood reason. vJhile we do not press our position now, in a spirit of 

co-operation with the consensus, and~ as the argument in opposition made 

by the delep;ation of the United States -vras not convincing, we hope their 

rejection of the amendment did not emanate from disregard for er indifference 

towards the Non-Aligned Hovement, whose members number 97 peace-loving 

countries. 
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Hr. Iv\E~ (German Democratic Republic) : The c1elegation of the 

German Democratic Republic notes with rec;ret that the draft resolution 

contained in the report of the A9: Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean is ver;y 

far from the one submitted by the representative of Sri Lanka at that Committee 1 s 

196th meeting, on 16 August 1982) on behalf of the non·-aligned countries in the 

Committee, ·which initiated the idea of making the Indian Ocean a zone of peace. 

As is ~enerally lmown~ that draft resolution, in document A/AC.l59/L.47, 

received broad support~ includin~ that of the socialist member States in the 

Collll11ittee. It calls for the convening of the United nations Conference on the 

Indian Ocean at Colombo on 9 ~~y 1983~ as vms requested in resolution 36/90. 

During the general debate in the General Assembly at.the current session 

and here in the First Committee numerous representatives of States also 

expressed support for the holding of the conference in the first part of 1983. 

This definite demand by the sponsors of the idea of a zone of peace in the 

Indian Ocean~ supported by socialist member States in the Committee 0 was 

opposed vrith a categorical "no : by the United States and some of its allies. 

Once again the Committee had to defer the conference. Therefore we wish to 

point out clearly that the ones responsible for delaying the ccnference are 

the so--called lil;:,e--minded States of the \·lest~ which refuse a consensus on 

the convening of the conference in the first part of 1983 to 1·rhich they had 

been parties. 

Their ~derlying intention is only too clear. No obstacle will 

be set to the increased naval presence of the United States, the 

extension of its military bases, its planned use of a rapid deployment force 

in the region and the intensification of the undeclared war against Afghanistan, 

a hinterland State of the Indian Ocean. All the signs of danger to the peoples 

and States of the region are obvious. There is a constant threat to their 

sovereignty, independence and territorial integrity, as a result of the 

United States policy of militarization of the Indian Ocean. The strategic 

threats to the socialist States from the south must also not be left unmentioned. 

That is ivhy these States are so interested in cringing about the convening 

of the Conference. 
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(~:ir. Kahn German Democratic Republic) 

J'.iy delegation vould like to point out that the draft resolution before us 

does not contain the necessary binding obligation to hold the conference during 

the first. half of the year 198lf. The contingent nature of such a conference is so 

obvious that it would be an illusion to believe that the holding of the 

confe:;re:c.cr:: could already be regarded as certain on the ne1-rly specified. date. 

Iloreover, we re~ret that our proposal on the holding of further preparatory 

meetinc;s of the Committee in 1983, for a total duration of 12 weeks" was not 

tal>:en into consideration. Here we have witnessed another attempt directed 

against the careful preparation of the Conference. 

'Ih=S<= shortcominrs alone, to mention only A. few, lead us to the 

conclusion that the draft resolution submitted is far from being sufficient to meet 

requirciTents in connPction with the prepArations for the holding of the 
conference. 

He wish to express clearly our dissatisfaction at the draft resolution 

before us. Thus we have serious reservations in re~ard to it. 

Beine; interested in the continuation of work in the Committee, hm-rever, we 

'irill not refuse a consensus, but we reserve the right to demonstrate in an 

appropriate manner the strength of our opposition to the draft 

resolution. 

In concluding, permit me to make it clear that these critical remarks 

refer exclusively to the aforementioned States. As someone belonging to the 

circle of friends of the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean, 

I should like to emphasize the loyal attitude of Ambassador Fonselca of 

Sri Lanka, his consistent endeavours and his commitment in bringing this 

difficult vrorl'i: to an end. Therefore, I would assure him, through you_ 

i.Ir. Chairman of our continued and active co--operation in the Ad Hoc Committee. 

The draft resolution, weak as it may be, permits, in our opinion, the 

intensification of the Committee 1 s preparatory worl~ for the conference to be 

held in Colombo in the first half of 1984 with a view to making the Indian Ocean 

a zone of peace. He 8p-pc8l to those I·Tho spend so much energy on postponing the 

conference to direct their energies towards a more constructive purpose, namely, 

genuine preparations for the conference. 
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~~.GOOHETILLEKE (Sri Lanka): I am speaking in the discussion on 

this agenda item, ;lDecl~¥ation of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace" And on 

document A/37 /29? vrhich contains thE: report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian 

Ocean, primarily because this has been an initiativP of the Government of Sri Lanka, 

an initiative vre took more than a decade ago. The delegations that have 

]?receded me have reiterated their vie~·rs on the proposal and the report of the 

Ad Hoc Collll.tlittee this year, vievrs ~-rith which this Committee is not unfamiliar. 

~1e members of the ~d Hoc Committee~ on the other hand? might be pardoned if 

they were to say that these vievrs and sentiments, not to mention other expressions 

of hope, have been heard in one form or another at practically every session 

of the Ad Hoc Cor•nui ttee ; s meetings , 

I would not burden the Committee with a further statement repeating those 

same views, I would prefer to confine my remarks to the consensus recommendation 

of the Ad Hoc Connuittee now before us, in t.he expectation that it may be adopted 

by consensus in this Committee. Apart from our having initiated the Declaration, 

Sri Lanka has come to have a more immediate interest, in that the Ad Hoc 

Committee recommended the holdin~ of a conference in Colombo in 1981. ~1at 

conference did not materialize~ and after having been deferred to 1983 it has 

now been postponed for another year. In other respects) this draft resolution 

is to all intents and purposes identical with resolution 36/90 adopted last 

year by the General Assembly. 

As a delegation J w·e share the "t·ridespread disappointment that has been 

expressed over this recurrent postponement. As the initiator of the Declaration 

and host for the first conference it will be readily understood that our 

disappointment and dismay must nec~ssArily be even greater. As I said earlier. 

this disappointment has been e]:pressed by other members of the Ad IIoc Committee, 

although not for similar reasons. ilhile my clelegation does not 1-dsh to revel in 

this cumulative distress, "t·re cannot avoid stating for the record that the 

implementation of the Declaration, the first stage or commencement of which was 
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(pr. Goonetilleke 2 Sri L~nka:) 

the conference in Colohlbo~ has been retarded, if not resisted, by a decided 

lilinority of delegations in the f'..d I-]8.£. Committee, ancl that despi·t;e an overwhelming 

o.nc1 cate(!;orical request for the meetin[S to be held as scheduled from the littoral and 

hinterland States~ as ~rell as from other non··reeional hlembers of the Ad Hoc 

Corumittee. As a delegation '\·Te have not rejected or declined to give 

consideration to the vievrs or the contributions of all other States nembers of 

the Ad }Ioc Committee. 'Ue believe that these can be accommodated within the 

present mamlate of the Cou!mittee, even those contributionz that have been late 

in comins. On the other hand, an insistence on '!:That has been variously described 

as modernizinc; or mal:ing more contemporary the ~randate of the !\,d Hoc Committee 

and the introduction of elements which, if they have not already been incorporated 

in other international instrura.ents come vri thin the purvie~·T· of, or are assigned 

to,other United Nations bodies that are more compP.tent must be recognized as 

a procedure for revision of the Ao:... Hoc Committee 1 s mandate and altering it beyond 

reco~nition from what was envisaged in 1971. 

The zone of peace in the Indian Ocean comes before the First Committee 

because it is in fact a measure of disarmament. 'WP have repeatedly stated 

that, lil>.e any other disarmament measure) 1ve do not expect its instant 

realization. The several draft resoluti~ns comine up before this Committee and 

t.l:osc· r...0wly adopted a1though remaining unfulfilled) are evidence of the complexity 

of the disarmament process. Perhaps ite can derive some consolation from the 

fact that advancement of this initiative cannot but expect to encounter similar 

impediments. Uhile not assigning blBllle for shortcomin::.;s to any member or group 

of merubers of the Ad Hoc Committee~ i·Te 't·Tould only ask that they shOi·T a c;reater 

dec;ree of understandinG for the hopes and direct interests of the great majority 

of the States members of the Acl Hoc Committee, particularly the littoral and 

hinterlanc1 S'Gates. Their ccncerns. t:ven in the st.ort run, are not at variance 

with those to ~vhich this minority subscribes. 
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The CHAIRMAN: That exhausts the list of speakers on this item for 

today. Would all members who wish to make observations or statements on the 

report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean please do so as early as 

possible in order that the Committee can take a decision on this agenda item 

as soon as the paper on the financial implications is available? 

We shall now proceed to take a decision on draft resolution A/C.l/37/L.54~ 

under agenda item 54~ 11Chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons". This 

draft resolution has nine co-sponsors and was introduced by the representative 

of France at the thirty~eighth meeting of the First Committee on 

19 November 1982. I call on the Secretary of the Committee to read out the lict 

of sponsors • 

Mr. RATHORE (Secretary of the Committee): The draft resolution in 

document A/C.l/37/L.54 has been sponsored by Belgium~ Ecuador, France, Netherlands, 

Sweden, Uruguay, Federal Republic of Germany, Colombia and Costa Rica. 

The CHAIRMAN: I shall now call upon those members who wish to explain 

their vote before the vote. 

Mr. MORBER (Hungary): The Hungarian delegation wishes to put on record 

its views on the draft resolution contained in document A/C.l/37/L.54. 

My Government, as is well known, has always wholeheartedly supported 

and continues to support all measures aimed at the prevention of the use of 

and the complete elimination of chemical weapons. In accordance with that 

general position, Hungary is a party to both the Geneva Protocol of 1925 and 

the biological weapons Convention. On the basis of those commitments, Hungarian 

representatives are actively engaged in all forums in efforts to achiev~ the 

earliest possible elaboration of a convention on the prohibition of chemical 

weapons. 
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My Government attaches the utmost ~portance to the implementation of the 

provisions of the Geneva Protocol which has indeed~ over a period of more than 

half a century, proved to.be an efficient international legal instrument. 

In spite of this, chemical ~.rarfar~ as everyone present in this chamber is well 

·aware, has been on one occasion conducted on·a massive scale in the period mentioned, 

and that occurred in South-East AsiA, mor~ particularly in Viet !Tam, whereLhundreds 

of thousands of tons of toxic chemicals were sprayed over lar~e areas of  

territory, causing incurable injUries to masses of people, injuries such as 

nervou~ disoruers ., skin diseases~- liver cancer, abnormal pregnancies .. deforme(1 

children and steri~ity affecting half a million 't.romen. These facts must 

un?-voidablY. be brought to oin<l in the present circumstances, lThen various attempts 

are .being made to distort real problems. and allegations are 'J?eing fabricated vTith 

rega.rd to the use of chemical 't.Yeapons. In all fairness" it has to be admitted 

that no discussion_of this subject can be cArried on without 

bearing in mind not only the poisonous substances but also the poisonous 

a·i;lilosphere that has been created around this issue . 

In the light of what I have just stated, my delegation has therefore every 

reason to associate itself with the idea that the authority of the Geneva 

Protocol has to be .. upl1.eld and maintained .  He h?-Ve no difficulty in agreeing 

lrith the· characterization made in the statE:Illent introducitlf; this draft 

resolution, that the Protocol represents: 
1'one of the most serious provisions of international.la·u;:. (f'!-/C.l/37/Pil.38.,:._ 

-page 83-85) 
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(lir. iiorber 2 Hungary-) 

Consequently my delegation can fully agree i·Ti th the notions contained in 

operative para~raphs 1~ 2~ 3 and 9 of draft resolution A/C.l/37/L.54. We have, 

hovrever ~ to observe that in our vie"i·T other parts of ~he draft resolution 

do not serv~ the declared objectives in a desirable manner. 

There are tivo major areas in i-rhich my tlele~ation finds itself compl~tely 

and unequivocally in opposition to the draft resolution. '~"irst, we cannot accept 

the proposal which~ if adopted~ uould clearly violate the well"-established norrus 

of th<"' Vienna Convention on the Lau of Treaties. In conformity vdth the 1969 

Vienna Convention on the law o! Treaties, it really does not create either 

oblie;ations or riehts for a third State, let alone an international organization, 

unless the treaty itself ex~ressly includes such a provisicn and if the consent 

of the third State, in case of obligations 9 is expressly given. The Geneva 

Protocol of 1925 creates a clearly defined legal regime for the States parties 

to this instrument • There is nothing is this leGal ree;ime which vTOuld entitle 

third States or international organizations to fulfill such functions as those 

envisaged in paragraphs 4 to 7 of the draft resolution in question. It is only 

fer the States parties to this Protocol to examine the possibility of any 

modification of the ri~1ts and obli~ations contained in this instrument. In the 

vie't-T of the Hungarian dele.:;ation, such an action as that envisae;ed in the draft 

resolution could ccmprcmise international· trf!aty-mal:ine; effofts in the future 

by creatine a dangerous precedent for the modification of multilateral treaties 

de facto, in practice, without the express consent of the parties concerned. 

He have to add that there is all the more reason to reject the proposal befor~ 

us since its purpose is to confer treaty obligations and rights upon an 

international organization although this very proposal, if adopted, would be 

expressed in the form of a resolution of the General Assembly which is clearly only 

a recommendation. In this respect I should also like to put on record a general 

consideration. Some 1·rould grgue that the este.blisbment 1-Tithin the United Nations 

system of a potential for the verification of compliance i'Tii~h multilateral 

disarmament and arms limitation agreements represents a strengthening of the 

Unitec1 Nations goal in the field of disarmament, as call~d for in the Final 

Document of the first special session devoted to disa1~ament and other docum~nts. 

This could cP.rtainly be the case 't'Then multilateral agreements provide for such a 

function to be performed by the United Nations. It goes without saying that my 
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Government continues to support the principles of the strengthening of the role of 
I 

the United Nations. 
1 

It considers it obvious, however 2 that a re-evaluation of this 

role cannot be acquired through the weakening of existing agreements but, on the 

contrary, this objective can be achieved only through concentrated efforts to 

consnlidate such agreements and by being instrumental in the creation of new 

ones. 

A second area in 1-rhich rrry deler:;ation has strong objections to the draft 
~, ~-, 

resolution is precisely related to the role that the United Nations can -play. 

Should this draft resolution be adopted and should the Secretary-General attempt 

to implement it, as he certainly 1-1ould, he would be called upon to take 

decisions lrhich imply judgements of possibly a highly controversial character 

and for ·the passing of which he has neither the sufficient and reliable information 

nor legal authority. It is our firm vie1·r that to impose on the Secretary-General 

the perfomance of duties of this nature uould only diJrlinish the ability of the 

Secretary··General and the services under his supervision to continue to carry 

out their responsibilities on the same hi~h qualitative level on 1·Thich they 

have fnnctioned until nmv and for 1·rhich they have been deservedly given 

recognition. 

It is lri th these considerations in mind that my delegation vrill vote against 

draft resolution A/C.l/37 /L. 51~. 

f,fr. VRAALSEJ.1 ( IITorway) : The Nor"t·TeGian Government attaches great 

inroortance to the Geneva Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in Har of 

Asphyxia:i;ing, Poisonous or other Gases and of Bacteriological Methods of i'Tarfare. 

This agreement doe not, hm·rever, contain any verification mechanism. Such a 

mechanism 1·rould certainly strengthen the authority of the Protocol. ITo doubt 

the neGotiations in the Committee on Disun~ament on the prohibition of chemical 

ues.pons could be useful in this regard. 

Pending a permanP.nt solution to this problem, my Government appreciates 

and supports the initiatives which have been outlined in draft resolution 

A/C.l/37/L.54. These initiatives seem to be both flexible and practical. Hm-re>ver, 

they are an interim arrangement. 

On this )?oint I should like to state that my delegation cannot agree 1-rith 

those delegations that are objecting to the draft resolution on grounds of legal 

considerations. He do not acce)?t the allegation made by some delegations the 
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other day and repeated here today that the draft resolution constitutes an 

Dxtempt to undermine existing agreements and to revise them. 

This is, in our view, in no way an attempt to revise existing 

agreements and it does no·t constitute a viola·t.ion of existing international 

agreements or legal instruments. ·ue see this as an important and welcome attempt 

to fill a void pending a permanent and negotiated solution to the problem and 

we consider it is the sovereign right of this Assembly to take such a decision. 

Hy delegation agrees that the Sf!cretaiJr-.('reneral, 1dth the assistance:> of 

qualified eJ~erts, should investi~atc:> information conc~rning possible violations 

of the Geneva Protocol. For this reason it is necessary to establish groups of 

experts 1-rhich can urgently investigate such violations. In this connection I 

should like to adtl that research undertaken in my o1m country shows clearly that 

time is one of the most important factors for the evaporation of chemical 

agents. It is therefore essential that the groups of experts 

should be c;rantc:>d the necessary permission vTithout delay from the country or 

countries concerned to conduct on-site inspections. 

The samples of cheiilical agents must be analysed by laboratories 1rith the 

necessary expertise and experience in this field. \Te therefore support the 

proposal that the Secretary-·General ~ with the co-operation of Hember States, 

should ccmpilc and maintain a list of laboratories which can be callPd upon to 

undertake the necessarJ anaJysis. 
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The maintenance of such a list vrlll no doubt facilitate the work which has 

to be done in analysing samples of chemical agents with the minimum loss 

of time. 

Finally, we believe that efforts should be made at this stage to elaborate 

procedures for investigation of information concerning violations of the Geneva 

Protocol. This work can be based on the research and experience so far gained. 

The recommendation in the draft resolution for the devising of such procedures 

is therefore a timely one. 

For the above-mentioned reasons, Norway strongly supports draft resolution 

.A/C.l/37/L.54. I should like to stress that the proposed measures are of a 

limited and temporary nature. A permanent verification mechanism is certainly 

needed. This. it is to be hoped, can be achieved through the negotiations 

in the Committee on Disarmament on a chemical weapons convention which should 

contain efficient verification mechanisms and comprehensive complaints 

procedures. Of partie ular importance are the international verification 

measures which should include on-site inspections. 

Norway would find it most useful if the chemical weapons convention 

contained provisions to the effect that any use of chemical ,.;eapons would 

constitute a violation of the Convention, and stipulating that, as a consequence» 

the measures of verification included in the Convention would apply to such 

situations as well. 

In this colmection, I should lilte to add that Norway considers the question 

of a chemical· veapon convention one of the most important issues on the 

international agenda for disarmament. 

Against this background, my Government is prepared to contribute to the 

follow-up to this draft resolution and will continue to contribute to the 

work of the Ad Hoc Forking Group on Chemical Ueapons of the Committee on 

Disarmament. 
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Mr. SARAli (India): The use in w·ar of' all chemical weapons, as also 

of biological weapons, has been prohibited by the Geneva Protocol of' 1925. 

As has been emphasized in General Assembly resolution 2603 A (XXIV) of 

16 December 1969: 

:
1the Geneva Protocol embodies the generally recognized rules of international 

law prohibiting the use in international armed conflicts of all biolo~ical 

and chemical methods of 1rarfare ~ regardless of any technical developments ••• " • 

Any violation or complaints regarding violation of the prohibition or 

other obligations contained in the Geneva Protocol should therefore be dealt 

with like any other violations of international law o It is both unnecessary and 

inappropriate to set up,. even on a temporary basis, an investigative machinery 

to look into alleged complaints about violations of the Geneva Protocol of 1925. 

Furthermore, it would also be inappropriate to set up any machinery for 

investigation ~rhich vTou.ld be outside the framework of, or go beyond, the 

relevant treaty in the field of disarmament. This would constitute a bad precedent 

for other existing arms limitation and disarmament agreements. Similar 

procedures may be resorted to whenever one or other State Party feels that the 

verification and complaints provisions in·a particular agreement are not to its 

liking and is unwilling to negotiate on amendments or ad•litional provisions with 

the consent and approval of all the States Parties concerned. 

It is for these reasons of principle that India will vote against the 

draf't resolution, lest a wrong precedent be created. 

~~-·-1'~I~:):~C_!CE (German Democratic Republic): Uncter draft resolution 

A/Col/37/Lo54~ the United Nations Secretary-General would be empowered to create 

mechanisms and procedures for investigation vdth regard to compliance with the 

Geneva Protocol and relevant rules of customary international law. 

My delegation "t-dll vote against this draft o He fully share the views 

expressed in this regard on 26 November by the representative of Czechoslovakia 

on behalf of a group of socialist States, and today by the representatives of' 

Hungary and India. 
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.IUl.ovr me to add the following. First, the draft undermines the very basis 

of the Geneva Protocol which has played a useful role in the past and should 

play it in the future. We hold the view that it is up to the States Parties 

to the aereement to review its operation and to make assessments of 

compliance by other Parties. Furthermore, it is not clear ~·rhat is meant 

by so-called relevant rules of custcmary international law. This reference 

could lead to considerable confusion. 

To be more precise, the text of draft resolution A/C.l/37/L.54 makes it 

crystal clear that it is aimed at runending the Geneva Protocol. In this regard~ 

my delegation would like to draw attention to articles 39 to l~l of the 

Vienna Convention on the Lavr of Treaties 'tvhich contains une.mbiguous provisions 

that such steps can only be taken in full agreement bet>veen States Parties. 

The departure from the procedure stipulated by international law gives rise 

to suspicion that the proposal in question serves aims which are incompatible 

lv.ith the subject matter and purpose of the Geneva Protocol. 

Thus, the arrangements in draft resolution A/C.l/37/L.54 cast great 

doubt upon its conformity with international law. They could complicate current 

negotiations on the prohibition of chemical weapons. 

I think I shoul!l express my delega~~.on' s astonishment that document 

A/C.l/37 /L.54 ~vas submitted by the depositary of the Geneva Protocol vrhich has 

a special responsibility for the maintenance of that a~reement. 

Secondly, draft resolution A/C.l/37/L.54 is a further eJ~ression of a 

dangerous tendency which is especially to be noted at the current session 

of the United Nations General Assembly. Instead of focusing attention on a 

more forward-looking approach, that is, on new agreements in the field of 

disarmament~ &rafts alone t.'·c lines of the dre.ft resolution are aimed at 

malting us take a backward step. .Attempts to concentrate efforts on revievring 

existins atjreei.11ents 'lirhich have proved their value divert attention from one 

of the l!lost urgent questions before us~ that is, the elaboration of a convention 

on the cahlplete ~rohibition of chemical weaP.ons. 
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These considerations apply also to draft resolution A/C.l/37/1.61 on a 

special conference to establish a new procedure for v~rification of compliance 

with the Convention on the prohibit:ion of biological 1-reapons. The Convention 

already contains a sufficiently flexible procedure for dealing with complaints. 

This view was reflected in the final document of the first conference of the 

Parties to this Convention, held in Geneva in 1980. MY delegation thus also 

voted against t'lra.ft resolution A/C .1/37 /L.61. 

~~. STARCEVIC (Yugoslavia): Yugoslavia is a Party to the Geneva 

Protocol siGned in 1925, which prohibits the use for military purposes of 

asphyxiating~ poisonous or other gases and all analogous liquid materials and 

devices. My country is also a Party to the Convention on the Prohibition of the 

Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and 

Toxin Heapons and on Their Destruction. Consequently~ our position regarding 

the use of such weapons is precisely defined and unequivocal. We resolutely 

urge the prohibition of the use and the destruction of all chemical, bacteriological, 

biological and other toxin weapons. We condemn most emphatically the use 

of such weapons by any side whatsoever. 

We are in favour of an effective syst·etn. of verification and control of the 

implementation of international agreements on disarmament. rre believe that such 

a system should, among other things, aim at stren~thening confidence and promoting 

co-operation among States Parties to disarmament agreements" so as to ensure 

the consistent implementation of the obligations assumed. He hold that the 

application of the system of verification and control must be universal, 

not selective. It must be based on authentic facts and sources; otherwise, 

there is a danger of its being misused and of its being motivated by objectives 

different from those it purports to pursue. 

It is for the above reasons that we particularly regret not being able to 

suppo~ the draft resolution contained in document A/C.l/37/1.54. The draft 

resolution contains some elements which are not entirely in conformity with the 

above-mentioned goals concerning effective verification and control. Therefore 

my delegation will abstain in the vote on draft resolution A/C.l/37/1.54. 
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Mr. FIHDLAY (Australia): Australia has long regarded the 

1925 Geneva Protocol as one of the most important arms control treaties in 

existence. 'He have hm·rever also been conscious of the fact that the 

Protocol does not provide for a procedure whereby possible violations mi~ht 

be investigated. Draft resolution A/C.l/37/L.54 seeks to remedy tr~s omission 

by establishing a procedure open to all United Nations Members on an 

im~artial and equitable basis. As the representative of France~ 

~!ir. de La Gorce, noted in his statement of 19 November~ the Geneva 

Protocol is almost universal in its application. Acceptance of the laudable 

aims behind draft resolution A/C.l/37/L.54 vfould therefore appear to be 

almost axiomatic. 

Australia is one of a number of countries that believe 

that any new chemical-1-reapon convention should include a provision relating 

to 'iuse 11
, along with relevant verification procedures. ITe do not hovrever 

interpret A/C.l/37/1.54 as in any way compromising our position on this 

point. To the contrary we note that the fifth prearobular paragra-ph uses the phrase 

'lpending eventual formal arrangements 11 
• v1e conclude from this that the 

initiative contained in A/C.l/37/L.54 is an extremely useful interim measure 

highly conducive to the continued vrell -being of the 1925 Geneva Protocol. 

Australia vrili"' vote 11yesn on A/C.f737/L.54. 

Mr. CHALACIIEV (Bulgaria): Hy dele:sation wishes to state its position 

concerning the draft resolution contained in document A/C.l/37/L-54. 

My Government has consistently exerted efforts to have chemical 

weapons completely outlalved and liquida.ted. Bulgaria has lent its full 

support to all proposals and ideas aimed at the practical solution of this·

outstanding problem, the urgency of which has been emphasized by the 

devastating consequences of the massive use of chemical weapons against 

Viet Nam and other yeoples of Indochina in 1961-1971. It inflicted immense 

economic losses and brought about irreparable dwmage to the health of the 

population as well as to the ecology of these countries. 
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Yet, reGrettably~ we are once again facing an approach the purpose of 

"'"rhicl! is to confuse the matter and divert the attention of the international 

connnunity from the relevant issu~. I am talki;ng about sahemes which, under 

the cover of concern for ~ffective impleQentation of the.Geneva Protocol~ turn

a blind eye to one of the most -ureent tasks of our time - complete prohibition

of chemical weapons - and thus allmdng a further massive chemical arms 

build-up, including such deadly "1-Teapons as binary gas ammunition~ to continue 

unabated. 

Hl~ile involdng t:r..e most autl:orita.tive instruments~ such. as the 1925 

Geneva Protocol, the draft before us is contrary to the very spirit of 

the Protoaol and, as a matter of fact~ attempts to revise and undermine 

it, rather than strene;then it. It is quite obvious that .by virtue of its 

operative p~agraphs 1~, 5, 6 and 7 ~ it aims at creating a sep~ate body of 

judgement on treaties and agreements concluded so far, which is both illegal 

and counterproductive as far as disarmament is concerned. 

In legal ·terms , the creation of such a body openly violates the 

well-established principle that only States parties to a certain treaty, unless

the treaty itself provides otherwise, have the right to supervise the observance 

of this treaty. In p1•actical terms ~ tl:~ff: body, together with other envisaged 

arrangements, tends to provide a certain infrastructure for a future sterile 

and protracted debate desi~ed, inter alia, to obstruct endless+y any tangible 

progress in the prohibition ot chemical 1-reapons. The whole idea will rather

serve as a smoke-screen for a new round of chemical armaments. ~!hat is still 

more U.angerous is that a venture of this kind could become a generator 

of major divergencies among the States Parties to the Geneva Protocol, due 

in particular to the inevitable biased interpretations st~uming from this 

arrangement. 

It is precisely for these reasons that my delegation will vpte against 

the draft resolution contained in document A/C.l/37/1.54. 
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Mr. CARASALES (Argentina) (interpretation from Spanish): The draft 

resolution before us, A/C.l/37/L.54~ is based on a fact which is recognized in 

the third preambular paragraph, namely~ that the 1925 Geneva Protocol does not 

contain any procedure for investigating allegations of violations of the Protocol~ 

in other words~ of the use of chemical weapons. This is a fact~ and it is a 

shortcoming of the Protocol which has been of concern to the international 

community for years. 

As has already been pointed out~ the Committee on Disarmament in Geneva is 

currently negotiating a draft convention outlawing chemical weapons. This is a 

draft convention which would include in its final version proced"C.res for 

verification of investigations of complaints regarding violations of the 

convention. 

It is clear that any verification procedure must be linked to the field of 

application of the convention, and it is precisely because there is a possibility 

oi" legally verifying the extent to which the convention has been applied, that 

i~ the Geneva Committee Argentina~ along with other delegations~ is calling for 

the inclusion, among the activities prohibited in the convention, of a ban on 

the use of chemical weapons. It is paradoxical, as far as our delegation is 

concerned~ that those delegations that were among the first to recognize that 

the 1925 Geneva Protocol prohibiting the use of chemical weapons does not contain 

any procedures for verification, should be the very delegations that oppose 

inclusion of the use of chemical weapons in the field of application of the draft 

convention beine worked on now in Geneva, and that they should wish to confine 

the Protocol to the development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons. 

}tf delegation believes that the best way to ensure compliance with current 

international rules relating to the non-use of chemical weapons Would be to have 

this point covered in the draft convention being negotiated in Geneva. The draft 

convention would thus contain an effective system of verifying compliance, 

which is the target we are seeking to achieve. 
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lfy delegation feels that that would be the ideal formula and we therefore 

have some doubts concerning the advisability of the procedure envisaged in 

draft resolution A/C.l/37/L.54. 

While we recognize the very praiseworthy objective of the sponsors~ which 

is to fill a gap in the Geneva Protocol of 1925, I fear that if the Geneva 

Convention does not have the scope that my delegation would wish it to have, in 

other words~ if it does not also cover use, then this procedure which is 

supposed to be temporary, as proposed in the dra.ft resolution~ would no longer 

simply be a temporary measure but would~ in fact, cover a much lo1~er period. 

In addition, my delegation finds difficulty with this draft resolution for 

reasons of principle basically of a legal nature relating, inter alia~ to the 

provisions of operative paragraph 4 and those that follow. l-Te note that a binding 

international instrument, namely the Geneva Protocol of 1925~ would be subject to 

a verification procedure regarding compliance, based on provisions of a Gen~ral 

Assembly resolution, and States not parties to the Geneva Protocol of 1925 would 

be voting on that resolution. That is something which is not acceptable to my 

delegation. Moreover, a General Assembly resolution is not binding and there 

is no procedure for ratification by Member States. Accordingly, the probability 

of having the procedure applied following adoption of this draft resolution 

is not very great. Furthermore, according to the procedure set forth in operative 

paragraph 4 of the draft resolution, any Member State could institute procedures 

for investigation. It is not necessary for that Member State to be a State 

party to the Geneva Protocol of 1925. That is another legal problem which is 

very difficult for us to accept, namely, that States not parties to an 

international treaty could initiate an investigation of an alleged violation. 

Furthermore, 1v.ith respect to operative paragraph 4, the procedure for 

investigation would involve not only checking whether there was a violation of 

the Protocol but also of :rthe relevant rules of customary internationa~ law11
• 
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This concept~ we feel, is too vague to be included in a verification system as 

provided for in the draft resolution. The cases to be investigated must be ~learly 

stipulated in legal rules and not left in doubt as they would be if derived from 

a hypothetical rule of customary international law. 

Lastly~ the procedure envisaged in the draft resolution burdens the 

Secretary-General with an essentially political responsibility which would 

therefore be very difficult for an international civil servant such as the 

SecreT.ary-General of the United Nations to discharge. 

That is why, 1-rith all due respect to the lofty aims of the sponsors of this 

draft resolution, my delegation will have to abstain when it is put to the vote. 

Miss DA SILVA (Venezuela) (interpretation from Spanish): Venezuela 

attaches particular importanc.e to this question of chemical weapons and to the 

negotiations on it in the Committee on Disarmament. My country has frequently 

condemned the use of such despicable weapons and we deeply deplore their use. 

we· do not believe that there are any good or bad chemical weapons depending 

upon who uses them or on the cause for which they are used or on the objective 

sought. Our position is the same everywhere and anywhere in this respect: we 

condemn the use of chemical and bacteriolqgical weapons and chemical and 

bacteriological warfare. It is therefore a matter of urgency that the 

negotiations in Geneva should be accelerated and should end in success. 

Venezuela is a party to the Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in 

War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods 

of '\<Tarfare, signed at Geneva in 1925. We are one of the- countries that have 

referred to the absence of any provision to make it possible to determine 

whether any violations have occurred. 

Ho"'tever, my delegation does not feel that a General Assembly resolution 

is the way to establish a procedure to fill that gap. For those reasons, 

Venezuela will abstain in the vote on draft resolution A/C.l/37/L.5l~. 
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l<ir. HMIDL (Czechoslovakia) : The Czechoslovak delegation has 

carefully studied the draft resolution contained in document A/C.l/37 /L. 51~ 

concerning the question of the investigation of information on possible 

violations of the provisions of the 1925 Protocol for the Prohibition 

of the Use in llar of Asphyxiating~ Poisonous or Other Gases, and of 

Bacteriological Methods of 1varfare, and vreighed it against the generally 

recognized need for the earliest conclusion of a convention on the 

prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of all chemical 

w·eapons and on their destruction. 

As my delegation already stated~ speaking also on behalf of a group 

of delegations on 25 November, the draft resolution under discussion 

falls far from meeting the goal of completely delivering mankind from the 

threat of chemical weapons and increasinG the number of participants in the 

Geneva Protocol and the Convention on the Prohibition of Bacteriological 

(Biological) and Toxin vleapons • 

My delegation took note of the statement by the representative of 

France last Friday, in which he stated that the adoption of draft 

resolution A/C.l/37/L.54 would facilitate the solution of the nfor~mentioned 

goals, while my delegation and a group of delegations on whose behalf 

I had the honour of speaking opposed that sort of sol~tion. 

Such an interpretation of our statement seems to us biased and to 

misrepresent our true position. In this connection I should like to 

reiterate that Czechoslovakia,together with other socialist countries, 

is prepared to agree vrlthout delay to the complete prohibition of chemical 

weapons and to the elirrlnation of their stockpiles~ and consequently 

supports all genuine efforts aimed at an early conclusion of a. respective 

international agreement. 

As a party to the 1925 Geneva Protocol and the bacteriolor-;icFJ.l weapons 

Convention~ we strictly observe all the obligations under those international 

agreements and consider them as important instruments for maintaining 

peace and international security. 

It is for that very reason that ive resolutely oppose any attempt to misuse 

thos~:: at:;reem!"':nts in ordE-r to creA.tt: an ::~tmosphere of sust>icion and hostility in 

rE.:lations ru:r:ong States, an atmosphere vrhich could only be conducive to a further 

arms builcl-up. He arE: convinced thA.t only by conducting concrete- negotiations aimed 

at reaching new agreements and not by undermining the few existing ones can progress 

be accomplished in disarmament generally and in solving the problem of chemical 

weapons in p~rticulH:r. 
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Froceedinp, from the above-mentioned considerations~ my delegation tried 

in its evaluation of draft resolution A/C.l/37 /L.5l~ to find ansvrers to several 

questions to which we attach essential importance: 

First, does this draft resolution represent any further contribution 

towards concrete negotiations on the prohibition of chemical weapons, as 

compared with resolutions devoted to those negotiations? vTe did not find 

any proof of that. On the contrary, the draft resolution apparently lessens 

the stress on such negotiations by eclipsing them by other issues. 

Secondly, what would be the legal and practical consequences of the 

adoption of this dre.ft resolution? The answer to this question is more 

complicated. The draft resolution proceeds from the assertion that new procedures 

assuring compliance with the 1925 Geneva Protocol for the prohibition of the use 

in war of s~ecific chemical and bacteriological weapons should be established 

by the United Nations. Accordingly, it is requested that a ramified 

United Nations mechanism for investigation of alleged violations of the Protocol 

be created with the direct participation of the Secretary-General. 

From the legal point of view, this procedure would create a very strange 

precedent with the Secretary-General being requested to investigate the 

implementation of a legal instrument to which he has no legal relation whatsoever. 

Consequently, such a proceo.ure vrould undoubtedly place the Secretary-General 

into a situation which is very awkward legally. He consider such an approach 

neither justified nor useful. In practice it would only lead to the inclirect 

revision of the Protocol through a vote, thereby seriously undermining its 

inner balance and effectiveness and setting a highly undesirable precedent for 

the future. ~1is, of course, is a matter for deep concern. 

Czechoslovakia attaches great importance to the strict compliance by 

the States Parties to the Protocol with all its provisions. The Protocol itself 

made it clear, however, that even as far back as 1925 there vras no doubt that 

any case of non-compliance with its provisions would be easily detected. 

Requirements for the extensive expertise and investigation envisaged in 

the draft resolution before us seem, therefore, to be superfluous to say the least. 

Uoreover, the implementation of the procedures for such·investigations as 

are suggested can easily be misused to interfere in the internal affairs of 

States, which has been repeatedly denounced as inao.missible by the General 
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Assembly and is prohibited by international law. It is regrettable that 

attempts are being made to associate the General Assembly and the Secretary~ 

General 1-rith such a course of action. 

Thirdly~ it is apparent to us that the draft resolution is aimed at 

creating redundant and politically harmful machinery for control and verification 

without adequate progress in the solution of the subject matter: in this 

case, vrithout the prohibition and liquidation of chemical 1·Teapons. Czechoslovakia 

attaches great importance to the question of effective control and verification 

of disarmament agreements. Provisions for such control and verification are 

contained in the Soviet draft convention, which my country fully supports. 

Hovrever, the concept of verification without disarmament, as appears distinctly 

in the draft resolution before us, we consider unacceptable and detrimental 

to genuine efforts for disarmament. 

For all those reasons. my delegation strongly opposes the draft resolution 

contained in document A/C.l/37 /L.54, and will vote against it. We are firmly 

convinced that our Committee and the General Assembly must reject 

that draft resolution and devote all their energies to ensuring 

constructive and successful ne~otiations on a convention on the complete prohibition 

of chemical weapons and on their destruction. 

l 11r. MOUSSAOUI (Algeria)( interpretation from French): Algeria attaches 

great importance to the question of disarmament. It participates in good 

faith in the efforts of the international community to promote real disarmament 

measures, eventualljr leading to the goal of general and complete disarmament 

under effective international control. Against this backeround, the Algerian 

delegation has voted in favour of almost all the draft resolutions submitted 

to the First Committee) and has sponsored some of them. 

Regarding the draft resolution in document A/C .1/37 /L.54, my delegation 

wishes to express its reservation and explain its position. First of all 

I vrould say that we associate ourselves fully with the appeal in paragraph 3 

to the Committee on Disarmament to expedite its negotiations on a convention 

on the prohibition of chemical vreapons with a vievT to its submission to the 

General Assembly with the shortest possible delay. Likewise, we share the 

view· that agreed agreements should be complied with. Ue regret, however, 

that we cannot vote in favour of this draft resolution. 
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Our main objection concerns a basic legal consideration. He believe that 

the procedure proposed for verification of compliance with the 1925 Geneva 

Protocol is not in legal accordance with the rules of international la'tf and 

prevailing practice. As an international instrument may be considered to be 

a meeting of wills among States~ it is for the States Parties to such an instrument 

to decide together to alter or supplement its provisions. It is therefore 

our vie'ttr that it would have been in greater conformity vrith lavr for a 

conference of States Parties to the Geneva Protocol to be convened in order to 

decide on a procedure for verification of compliance "ttrith that Protocol. 

For this reason, the Algerian delegation will abstain in the vote on 
c1raft resolution A/C.l/37/L.54. 

1'-Ir. GAYAN.A (Congo)(interpretation from French): Tlie draft resolution 

before us in document A/C.l/37/L.54, despite its apparent objectivity, contains 

some provisions '·rhich my delegation finds completely unacceptable. 

Last year, resolution 36/96 C on chemical 'ttreapons concerned it.self only 

with investigating allegations of the use of chemcial vTeapons. This year, to 

make the manoeuvre seem a little more serious~ reference is made to a provisional 

mechanism. intended to supplement or strengthen the 1925 Geneva Protocol. 

My delegation feels that the problem·rshould have been approached in a more 

comprehensive way, lest we abuse a legal instrument which has no need of a mere 

resolution for its effects to be stren~hened) thus establishing a dangerous 

precedent for the use of threats to force a State to comply with the provisions 

of a convention to 'ttrhich it is not a Party - or simply interfering in that State 1 s 

internal affairs. 

Finally~ 1-1e share the vievT that the Secretary-General 1 s neutral status 

should not be lightly tampered with, getting him involved in questions which 

are the subject of negotiations or discussions in a given United Nations organ

in this case, the Committee on Disarmament. Nor should he be called upon to 

become involved in political matters on which the positions of the States 

r.Iembers of the Organization are far from being in concord. 

For those reasons, my deleeation will vote against d~aft resolution 

A/C .1/37 /L. 51~. 
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Mr. ISSRlillL~ArT (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation 

from Russian) : The Soviet delegation 1rould also like to malte some comments in 

connection with the forthcoming vote on the draft resolution contained in document 

A/C.l/37/L.54. 

It is not by chance that this draft has provoked such a lively'discussion. 

It relates to one of the most acute issues of the limitation of the ar.ms race 

and disarmament, the prohibition of chemical ·weapons. 

The draft resolution introduced by Prance contains some useful provisions, 

for ex~ple the appeal to States to accede to the 1925 Geneva Protocol and to 

comply uith it and also the call to expedite negotiations on finalizinc a 

convention prohibitinG chemical 't'reapons • Ho't'rever, the other provisions not only 

cancel out the positive aspect of the first pFJ.rafl''t'A.nhs of the operative part of the 

draft resolution, but in our vie1r those other provisions - and I am happy to see 

that this view is shared by a broad circle of delegations - are directed to a 

completely contrary coal - the undermining of the Geneva Protocol. Since many 

delegations have already spoken on this I shall be verJ brief and I shall try to 

present in surrJne.ry form thE> func1_ruttental .reasons that prompt us to vote against this 

draft resolution. 

The first reason is , I 1rould say~ of a legal nature. 1-Jllat ue are being 

offered here, s]?ecifically, is a procedure fundamentally contradictory to 

international lair. This procedure, inter alia~provides for the impleoentation of 

certain functions relatin~ to a sPecific. international treaty even by States 11hich 

are .not parties to that instrument. If this anti-legal line 't'rere continued it 

would be ~ossi1)J.~'> to pursue it ad absurdum uhen decisions can be taken by voting 

to change :.l(~ree!u.ents bet't·reen a group of States or even bet1reen tuo States. 

This is sor.•ething which has already been said here and I fully a(!ree with the very 

1-rell-founded and, I lrould say, apposite statement macl.e by the representative of 

Argentina~ Llr. Carasales. On the other hand, I simply cannot agree 't'Tith the 

representative of Nor1·ray, 't·1ho said, for e~~ample, that the Prench draft changed 

nothing. 
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He said that it does not in any "t·ray affect the Geneva Protocol, but that is not 

the case, it is not correct. And I think that everybody present here must aGree 

with me. At present~ all States parties to the Geneva Protocol have exactly the 

same riGhts and duties. There are no catecories or divisions among the parties. 

But the adoption of the l"rench draft resolution vrould create a new situation in 

1.1hich there i-rould ap:Dear among the parties to the Protocol on the one haria 

States, including the Soviet Union, which did not support the Prench proposal 

and 1-rhich, apparently, i·Till not participate in the investir;ation mechanism -

and it would seem that there i-Till be quite a feir such States~ judging by the 

statements made here. On the other hand, there 1.-rill be a second group of States, 

States parties to the Protocol ;.mich supported the :r'rench proposal and ;.mich 

;.rill take part in the investigation mechanism, unlike the first group of States 

parties to the Geneva Protocol. 

But this is not all; this is not the main point at all. There would also be 

a third group of States vrhich are not parties to the Geneva Protocol, but ivhich 

might support the :French proposal and lvhich vrould thus be entitled to take part 

in th(;! proced1..1re for investigation of compliance 1-Tith the Geneva Protocol, even 

thouch they are not parties to that Protocol. 

Hr. Chairman, I shoulc1 like to asl;: you a question, and through you I should 

like to ask all deler;ations: is this not a le:;al muddle'.? I thinlc it is. 

Another point that does not bear criticism is the attempt to impose on the 

Secretary-General the excessive burden of implementing the arbitrarily established 

procedures for verifying compliance with the Protocol. P'or instance, vre do not 

understand bj' \·That principle the Secretary-General vTill be guided in determining 

the group of experts or selectin-s the laboratories to vrhich the :r1aterials will be 

sent for a decision. Allm·r me to ask you, llr. Chairman, who has empm·rered the 

Secretary-General, and on the basis of what statute, to carry out such a function 

as this l·rhen he is not the depositary of the Protocol? 
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The second reason is J I lTould say, of a constitutional and procedural nature. 

As everybody lmmvs, there is an unuritten lau for all negotiations on disarmament: 

the texts of asreements on questions of armaments limitation and any mechanisms, 

any procedures relating to those agreements are drafted and adopted on the basis 

of consensus. Incidentally, :Prance has been ~·Tell kno1m to us to date as a 

firm advocate of that very approach, the consensus approach. How can it 

therefore propose the establishment of this procedure for verifying compliance 

of a most important international instruraent not on the basis of negotiations 

and general agreement, but by voting? 

And so "Ire feel that the draft that has been proposed is seriously 

detrimental and 't·Te should like particularly to emphasize this. It is seriously 

detrimental to the fundamental principle of negotiations on disarmament~ the 

principle of consensus. 

It seems to us that the draft resolution in document A/C.l/37/1.54 sets 

a dangerous precedent f'or future disarmament negotiations as "t·rell. If "t-Te "t·rere 

to follo>r this loGic it irould easily be possible to envisae;e a situation 1-rhereby 

an agreement uorked out in the Co:mm.ittee on Disarmament 1-rith the participation of' 

Ji'rance and other sponsors of this draft Qn the basis of consensus t-rould then be 

subjected to review by a vote in the General Assembly. I do not really think 

this vrould serve the purpose of reaching acreement on disarmament questions. 
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My third and last reason is what I would call a political reason. I 

remember the statement made by the representative o~ France on 

19 November~ when he tried to prove that draft resolution A/C.l/37/L.54 had 

absolutely nothing in common with earlier attempts to investigate so-called 

reports of the use of chemical weapons. Is that really the case? I think that 

everybody has had an opportunity to read the report in The NelT York Times 

of 24 November of this year~ where it was stated outright that the United 

States was disenchanted with the work of the present Group of Experts and 

would continue its campaien using the mechanism provided for in draft 

resolution A/C.l/37/L.54. I have here a copy of that report in The l'le1-r York Times~ 

and if any representatives have not had the opportunity to read it I should 

be happy to lend it to them. 

Indeed draft resolution A/C.l/37/L.54 almost calls for an institutionalization 

of the Group of Experts~ planning it on a permanent basis and expanding it -

that is the effect. That is not an objective approach. If the sponsors of 

this draft resolution were really trying to be objective, if they lrere really 

trying to find an effective measure in regard to this matter, they would have 

consulted with all the participants and all the groups. They would not have 

ended up in a situation in which a significant number of countries, including 

the socialist countries and many non-aligned countries, were simply unwilling 

to support this draft resolution. 

I '\'rill end my statement here. Perhaps everything is possible. Perhaps 

anything can happen in the United Nations. This draft resolution proposed 

by France and its sponsors might be adopted, but it would be a stillborn child~ 

and it would poison the atmosphere of the negotiations here and in the 

Committee on Disarmament, and those that had given birth to it would not 

deserve any honour or praise. I have no doubt that the time will came when the 

sponsors of this draft resolution will try to forget all about it. 

As far as the Soviet delegation is concerned, '-re believe in constructive 

efforts to ensure a total and complete ban on chemical vreapons. He are actively 

participating in the negotiations now under way in Geneva on this very subject. 

Probably everybody knows about our proposals and how active we have been. At 

the same time, we feel that any steps designed to undermine the constructive 
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spirit prevailing in the negotiations - and we believe that that is the 

purpose of this draft resolution - should be defeated, and the vote will 

show who is for or against. It is for this reason. - because it would poison 

the atmosphere - that 1-re shall vote against it, and we urge other delegations 

to do likewise. 

Mr. BEESLEY (Canada) : I had not intended to speak on this item, 

since our position was set forth so well by the representative of Norway~ and 

I could begin by associating myself 1-Tith his excellent statement. However, same 

arguments have been made about the legal aspects of this draft resolution which 

I think deserve an answer. 

I think the arguments divide themselves into two categories: those expressing 

legal scruples, which I think are deserving of some serious consic1eration, and those 

others which seem to see an attempt at the enforcement of a convention as 

same sinister means of undermining it. I will not reply to that second category 

of statement. but on the first I should like to offer the following comments. 

He are all aware that making international law is difficult, particularly 

in the field of arms control, and the legislative phase is difficult enough. 

lie can draw analogies with other fields, such as human rights, but we know that 

it is not easy. He are also equally well aware that, difficult though the 

legislative phase is, it is the enforcement that is really difficult and 

often escapes the powers of the United Nations. However, it has long been the 

Canadian vie'lor - and this runs right through our approach to the whole field of 

arms control - that the key to enforcement is verification. That is 1-rhy we 

press this position, perhaps ad nauseam ~we believe in it sincerely. I should 

lilte to draw the attention of the Committee to that element of this draft 

resolution. 

Verification could not only give real meaning to an arms control provision 

which otherwise might be onlY a statement of objectives, even though laying down 

binding obligations, but it could also lead directly to international security 

and thus of course indirectly to disarmament. In this case, surely what we 

are talking about is a draft resolution that is vrell-intentioned and is aimed 
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at implementation and further application of a particular convention. I must 

say in passing that I am delighted at the statement we have just heard 

emphasizing the importance of consensus when we approach arms control issues, 

because that has been a point we have been consistently making in this 

Committee ourselves. I hope we shall all heed that plea. Ho1-rever~ applying it 

to this particular issue, especially when we talk about the Convention on the 

Law of Treaties , I think. we are invokin~ broader principles. I am referring 

here to the principle of jus cogens, a much-discussed principle eventually 

enshrined in the Convention on the Law of Treaties itself. It is simply another 

term referring to a peremptory norm of international law. If there is a classic 

example of a law-making treaty laying down what have become accepted as 

peremptory norms~ it is the 1925 Geneva Protocol. I do not think. anyone in this 

room would disagree with that. 

Looking at the intentions of the authors, we note that the third preambular 

paragraph specifically provides as follows: 

·'To the end that this }lrohibition shall be universally accepted as 

part of International Law, binding alike the conscience and the practice of 

nations' 1
• 

It is also worth noting that that particular convention, by its terms, is 

specifically aimed at prohibiting the use of chemical and bacteriological methods 

of warfare. So we do not need to debate whether it was the intention that this 

convention become universally binding. That was clearly the intent. As to 

whether or not it did, there can be honest differences of opinion honestly held, 

but I should like to come to that point a little later. 

For the moment I should like to touch on the question of whether it is 

beyond the competence of the General Assembly even to consider this particular 

Protocol, since it was developed prior to the existence of the United Nations and 

even perhaps outside the ambit of the League of Nations. I do not wish to read 

aloud from successive United Nations resolutions, but it is worth noting that 

resolutions 2162 B (XXI), 2454 A (XXIII) and 2603 A (XXIV) all dealt with related 

issues, and no one then seemed to feel- or if same did their view did not 

prevail - that the United Hations was acting ultra vires and exceeding its reach 

in considering this particular Protocol. 
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I do not think~ therefore, that "ive should be too concerned about that 

aspect of the mattero even though I have no doubt that some delegations have 

civen serious attention to it. 

Let us turn next to "i·That kind of resolutions have been adopted. I shall 

make only one brief reference, one that has already been quoted, to take us 

back to this question of whether we are talldnc:; about a limited convention 

binding only on the parties or "ivhether 1·re are talkinG about something more 

fundamental, namely, a principle of ~s cogens. I will read from General 

Assembly resolution 2603 A (XXIV) of 16 December 1969: 

"the Geneva Protocol embodies the generally recor;nized rules of 

international lm·r prohibiting the use in international armed 

conflicts of all biological and chemical methods of warfare, 

reeardless of any technical developments·'. (resolution 2603 A (XXIV)~ 

preambular para. 5) 

Clearly, therefore, at an earlier time the General Assembly felt itself competent 

to pronounce upon that. I do not suggest that that resolution is binding per se; 

I am saying that it reflects what had by then become a generally accepted view, 

namely, that this is a law-making treaty ~aying down what had come to be accepted as 

peremptory norms. I think that that is a fundamental point to bear in mind. 

Ue have heard references to the Convention on the Law· of ~reaties, but they 

\.Jere selective references. Ue have heard references to articles 39 to 41. 

In another context, perhaps, in another major la"i;r.,makinc; treaty recently concluded, 

I mic;ht be the first to arcue that it is not open to States to adopt a 

selective approach and invoke those articles they like as a kind of instant, 

customary international law and reject those they do not like as mere 

conventional rules. I am not, however, touching on that point for the moment. 

I fu~+Y accept the validity of the series of provisions that state, in short~ 

that the treaty is bindinc; upon the parties. ~1e same Convention on the Law 

of Treaties, hovrever, which is the constitution of the United Nations on the 
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lavr of treaties~ provides for certain exceptions in its articles 38~ 1~3) 53 and 

6!~ . I a11 not e;oing to quote them in extenso,. but I "l·rould refer briefly to 

them in order to inuicate that we may have here precisely the kind of exceptions 

that i·rere thought of at the time. Article 313 states: 

"Nothinc in articles 34 to 37 precludes a rule set forth in a 

treaty fron1 becoming binding upon a third State as a customa~J rule of 

international lavr, recoenized as such. '1 (A/CO£fF.39/27, p. 12) '0 

Article 43, dealing with invalidity~ termination and so forth, states: 

"The in'V'alidity, termination or denunciation of a treaty, the 

1-Iithdravral of a party from it~ or the suspension of its operation, as a 

result of the application of the present Convention or of the provisions 

of the treaty, shall not in any vray impair the duty of any State to 

fulfil any obligation embodied in the treaty to which ft "t-Tould be subject 

under international law independently of the treaty.n (Ibid. 2 p. 2:1:_) 

So those who are worried that 't·Te "lvould be undermininr; the treaty need have no 

fear, because that treaty, since it incorporates peremptory norms, vTill remain 

unimpaired. I myself find it very difficult, mind you, to understand how you 

undermine a treaty by implementing it. Unless it is founded in the process it is 

a meaningless treaty when it comes to its enforcement. I hope that is not the 

case; I have not heard that suggested. 

Another article of the Convention on the Law of Treaties says that a 

treaty is void if~ 

"at the time of its conclusion, it conflicts -vTith a perempt orm 

of general international law." (Ibid_., article 53 2 p. 25) 

Here I thinl: vre have some relevant languac;e. 
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"For the purpose of the present Convention, a peremptory norm of 

general international law is a norm accepted and recognized by the 

international community of States as a Whole as a norm from which no 

derogation is permitted and which can be modified only by a subsequent 

norm of general international law having the same character. 11 (Ibid.) 

Thus I am replying sincerely to those who voiced their difficulty and 

reservations sincerely, but I thinlr. we are well past the point 'tvhere we need 

be motivated by the fear that there is anything that could be deemed to be 

weakening the effect of the provisions of the 1925 Geneva Protocol. 

Article 64 is also relevant: 
11If a ne1-r peremJ;>tory norm of general international law emer~es, 

any existing treaty which is in conflict with that norm becomes void 

and terminates." (Ibid., p. 31) 

I have made these comments not to give a kind of off-the-cuff legal opinion 

but because these are views I have long held, especially as I was twice legal 

adviser to m~r Foreign Hinistry. I would~ however, like to conclude with what 

is perhaps a more topical comment. I hope that no delegation here associates 

itself with the views expressed in The New York Times article quoted. If there 

is any doubt on this, I would like to take this opportunity of specifically 
1.' 

disassociating the Canadian delegation from the views expressed in that article. 

I do think that~ all things considered, the Convention on the Law of Treaties, 

the Protocol itself and the resolutions I have mentioned should take pride of 

place as a judici~l authority, even over The New York Times. 

Mr. KORNEENKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation 

from Russian}: In his-statement on 26 November~ the representative of the 

Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, speaking on behalf of the Ukrainian delegation 

as well, expressed our views on the draft resolution in document A/C.l/37/L.54. 
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Our delegation supports any efforts designed to expedite an international 

agreement that would once and for all exclude chemical weapons from the 

arsenals of States. Therefore, we became sponsors and participated actively 

in the drafting of draft resolutions L.l5 and L.44 that have already been 

adopted in the First Committee, the latter, as members will recall, by consensus. 

vTe will, hovrever, vote against the draft resolution in document 

A/C.l/37/L.54 1 because not only does it not promote a swifter solution of 

this problem, but on the contrary, it diverts attention from the ongoing work and 

negotiations in the Committee on Disarmament,poisons the atmosphere and creates 

more obstacles on an already difficult path. Moreover, as has already been 

noted by a number of delegations, this draft resolution is basically designed 

not to strengthen but, rather, to undermine and weaken the Geneva Protocol, which 

could have extremely serious consequences to its existence. Such a dangerous 

trend could lead to the abolition of the already meagre number of agreements 

on disarmament that have been achieved to date through the efforts of States. 

It could even undermine future agreements as well. 

There are many international agreements on many different issues in 

existence in the world today, including regional agreements and treaties that 

differ one from the other in a number qf provisions - with respect to 

verification for example. If we raised the question of their review in an 

unlawful and improper way, as has already been emphasized by many delegations, 

then we would be creating a dangerous precedent undermining the entire system 

of international agreements, both on the international and regional levels. The 

danger created by the precedent being set in this draft resolution could be 

illustrated by the example of the Treaty of Tlatelolco. In that Treaty, in

addition to the States of Latin America that are parties to the Additional 

Protocol, other countries not in the region are also parties to the Protocol 

as well. 
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The Treaty has already entered into force for most of the Latin American 

States, and no one doubts its positive effect. If vre were to follow the 

example set by the French proposal, hmrever~ any State or group of States 

could introduce pro:!_)osals to establish machinery or procedures, to be presid.ed 

over by, say, the Secretary-General of the United Nations, for verification 

or the collection of information, or on some other matter relating to the 

effect of the Tlatelolco Treaty. 

It is not difficult to foresee t.hat such a resolution, w·ere it to be 

adopted by the General Assembly, 1·rauld lead to the undermining of that Treat.y 

and 1rould be the becinning of the erosion of that Treaty. As vre have said, 

and here vre agree with many deler.;ations, 1ve bf"~ieve that this method is 

illegal. It sets a dangerous precedent in respect of'all other international 

a~reements, including regional agreements. 

There is another circumstance that. is quite noteworthy. From A/C.l/37/L.54 

it would follovr that any complaint, ho't·rever unfounded it might be , would 

automatically be the subject of an investigation. There is already an 

experience ·- a rather shameful and unfortunate experience - which arose 1~'hen, 

as a result of using certain measures against a State, a group of experts 1·ras 

establ;tshed to investigate false report·~r about some supposed violation of the 

Geneva Protocol. This is purportedly designed to le~alize that practice and 

create a basis for having similar lies continued and consolidated in future. 

Naturally, all this would only create further difficulties in the 

negotiations on chemical vreapons in the Committee on Disarmament, if it 

did not simply undermine those negotiations. It has even been proposed that 

there be allocations from the United Nations budget for this pUrpose. 

\·1bat we must do, however, is something different. Ue must intensify our 

efforts to draft an international convention prohibiting the development, 

production and stoclcpiling of cheruical 't·Teapons and on the elimination of 

stocl..,piles of such weapons, including, naturally, a system of verification. 

On the basis of the above, our delegation vdll vote against draft 

resolution A/C.l/37/PV.54. 
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The CHAIRtiAl~: There are no further speakers \vho wish to explain 

their vote before the vote. The votinG procedure on draft resolution 

A/C.l/37/L.54, with financial implications cont~ined in document A/C.l/37/L.75, 

will no'tr begin. A recorded vote has been requested_. 

A recorded vote was taken. 

In favour: 

Against: 

Australia~ Austria, Bahamas, Bangladesh, Belgium, 

Canada, Central African Republic, Q1ad, Chile, China~ 

Colombia, Democratic Kampuchea, Denmark, Djibouti, 

Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Fiji, France, 

Germany, Federal Republic of, Greece, Guatemala, 

Iceland, Indonesia~ Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jaraaica, 

Japan, Kenya, Lebanon, Luxembourg, llalavri, Malaysia, 

Haldives, Iialta, Uauritania, f.Iorocco, Nepal~ 

lifetherlands, lTiger, Nigeria, Norway, Om.an, Pakistan, 

Papua l'Tevr Guinea, Paraguay, Philippines, Portugal~ 

Romania~ Ri·randa, Samoa, Saudi Arabia, Senegal~ Singapore, 

Solomon Islands, Somalia, Spain, Sudan, Suriname, 

S'tveden, Thailand, Togo, Turkey, United Kingdom of Great. 

Britain and Horthern Ireland, United Republic of 

Cameroon, United States of America, Uruguay, Zaire, 

Zambia 

Afe;hanistan, Bulgaria, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist 

Republic , Congo , Cuba., Czechoslovakia~ Derilocrat ic Yemen, 

!i!thiopia~ German Democratic Republic~ Hune-ary, India, 

Lao People v s Democrntic Republic, 1"ione:olia? Poland~ 

Syrian _4.rab :Republic,. tn:rainian Soviet Socialist Republic • 

Union of 8oviet Socialist Republics; Yiet Nam 
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Abstaining: Ale;eria, Angola, Are;entina, Bahrain, Bhutan~ Brazil, 

Burma, Burundi, C~rnrus, Finland, Ghana, Guinea, Guyana, 

Iraq, Km·rait.~ Uadagascar, Mali, Iiexico~ Mozambique, 

New Zealand, Nicaragua, Peru, Qatar, Sierra Leone, 

Sri Laru;:a, Uganda, United Arab Emirates, Unitec.'l_ Tiepublic 

of Tanzania, Venezuela, Yemen, Yugoslavia 

Draft resolution Jl./C.l/37/1.54 uas ac=topted. by 70 votes to 18, 1-rith 

~1 abstentions.* 

The CHAIRJ>IAH: I shall now call on those representatives lTho wish 

to explain their vote after the vote. 

Hr. 10EIS (Indonesia) : r.:ry deleGation voted in favour of the 

resolution contained in document A/C.l/37/1.54 concerning ch~~cal and 

bact~riological (biological) weapons because its thrust is to strengthen 

the Geneva Protocol of 1925 ~ to lThich Indonesia is a party. 

In doing so, my rtelecation takes note of, and "~>rishes to underline. the 

specific references contained therein pointing to vrork on the future convention 

on chemical t-reapons being undertaken in the Committee on Disarmament and that 

the procedures proposed are of a provisional nature~ pending eventual more 

formal arrangements. 

My delegation's vote on this resolution does not "(lrejut'l_ice the :rosition of 

In<lonesia in the Committee on Disarmament 1 s work on chemical vreapons. Ue, 

together 1-rith many other member countries, continue to support and to strive 

for the inclusion of the prohibition of use in the convention being negotiated. 

Hr. RAJ.AICOSia (Finlancl): The Finnish delegation abstained in the vote 

on draft resolution A/C.l/37/1.54 on chemical "t·reapons. In explanation of our 

vote, I should like to say the follo"t·rinr;. 

i~ Subsequently. the delegations of Costa Rica and New Zealand advised 

the Secretariat that they had intended to vote in favour. 
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The Government of Ji'inla.nd attaches great importance to the 1925 Geneva 

Protocol on the prohibition of the use of chemical 1m.rfare agents. Pendins; an 

agreement on a ban on the production, deployment and use of chemical w·eapons, 

the Geneva Protocol is the single most important instrument available to the 

internationf1l community in this important field of disamalilent. 

As is well I;.nmm, the Geneva Protocol makes no reference to the verificRtion 

or control of its provisions. This fact has motivat.ed the sponsors of 

A/C.l/37/L.54 to tru~e up the question of settinc up machinery for inv~stigating 

reports on the use of chemical i·reapons. It; seems to us, hmrever, that every 

action in thAt rer::ard should, rather than through a resolution of the General 

Assembly, more appropriately be taken up by and amone the States si~natories 

of the Protocol. 
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On several occasions I have had the opportunity to dwell upon the 

chemical weapons verification capacity that my country has developed in recent 

years. ~'his capacity will be at the disposal of the international community 

in accordance with an aBreed procedure. 

·ue regret that the initiative in draft resolution A/C.l/37/L.54 has been 

formulated in a form which evokes problems of a legal character and that it 

has been given a politically controversial connotation. In those circumstances, 

and in order to preserve an absolutely impartial position in this field, my 

delegation felt compelled to abstain in the vote. 

~.Ct'. M.•\CEDO RIBA (Mexico) (interpretation from Spanish): My 

delegation regrets that it had to abstain in the vote on draft resolution 

A/C.l/37/L.54, primarily for legal reasons. I nught mention~ inter ali~, 

our conviction that a treaty, convention or protocol cannot be amended, even 

if there is a praiseworthy intention to improve it~ by means of General Assembly 

resolutions. In order to modify any such instrument it is necessary to resort to 

internationally recognized procedures which are contained in the law of treaties. 

Mr. VO .rum TUAN (Viet Nam) (interpretation from "fi'rench): The 

Vietnamese delegation would like to 

on draft resolution A/C.l/37/L.Sl~. 

A/C.l/37/L.6l and A/C.l/37/L.54 1-ras 

explain for the record its negative vote 

~~ dele~ationws position on draft resolution 

clearly explained in the statement by the 

representative of Czechoslovakia on behalf of a number of delegations, including 

my own, at our meeting on 26 November. I should like to add the 

following points. 

The Government of the Socialist Republic of Viet Ham attaches great 

importance to the question of a complete ban on chemical and bacteriological 

weapons • Having been the victim of chemical w·arfare conducted by the United 

States, the most atrocious in human :history, rrry country firmly supports 

any effort by the international community to spare present and future 

generations the horrors of the use of chemical and bacteriological 

weapons. 
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A State Party to tr.e 1925 Protocol banning tr.e use of suer. iveapons in war~ 

as well as of tr.e 1972 Convention on the Prohibition of the Development~ 

Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons 

and on tl!eir Destruction~ my country intends to respect them scrupulously, 

and it calls on other States to do the same. Uy delegation believes that it 

is vital to spare no effort to resume and bring to a successful conclusion 

the bilateral and multilateral negotiations to prepare as soon as possible a 

convention banning all chemical weapons. 

Draft resolution A/C.l/37/L.54, which has just been adopted, contains positive 

ideas to that end, ideas to which my delegation fully subscribes. They are set 

out in operative paragraph 1~ 2 and 3. Ho~-rever, the primary objective of' the 

draft resolution is in contradiction of those three paragraphs, seeking to 

establish by means of a General Assembly resolution a doubtful permanent 

United Nations machinery to investigate violations of the Geneva Protocol of' 1925. 

Tr.at gives rise to some formal objections by my delegation~ for several reasons. 

First, 1-rith regard to the role that the United l~ations could play in the 

implementation of th~ Protocol, it should be stressed that the United Nations 

is not the depositary of that agreement and no provision of the agreement calls on 

it to play that role. Therefore, the task given to the Secretary-General under 

draft resolution L. 54 has no legal basis and is illegal. The Secretary-General 

·would be invited to take decisions on highly sensitive and controversial issues~ 

such as the question of verification. ~1e Secretary-General and the United 

Nations would once more be brought into an enterprise 1-rhich would jeopardize 

their prestige. Hence, draft resolution L.54 is not likely to strengthen the 

role of the United Hations in the field of disarmamen/. 

Secondly, the draft resolution aims to modify, de facto, the 1925 Protocol. 

Such a practice is a violation of the vrell-establisl::.ed norms concerning tee 

law· of treaties and will create a dangerous precedent harmful to the authority 

of international agreements. No one other than the States parties to international 

treaties is empowered to revise them. As regards the 1925 Protocol, we note 

i·dtl::. satisfaction that during the more than half a century of its existence 

all the States Partiesto it have scrupulously respected it, which eloquently 

proves that the authority and effectiveness of the Protocol have been preserved. 
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It is true that ai'ter the Geneva Protocol entered into force one State 

i·Thich is not a party to it - the United States of .America - :made :massive use 

of chemical w·eapons over a prolonged pericd in its ivar of aggression against 

the peoples of the three countries of Inlo-Chinn. It decided to remain outside 

that multilateral agreement so that it could have a free hand in the conduct 

of its r,1ost barbaric chemical warfare against the peoples of Viet Ham, Laos 

and Kampuchea, agreeing to accede to the Protocol only after the failure o~ 

that criminal enterprise. 

Tb~rdly, draft resolution L.54 seriously prejudices the multilateral 

necotiations which are in progress on the preparation of an international 

convention completely banning all chemical iveapons. Indeed, its purpose is 

to impose a General Assembly resolution on the parties to the ne~otiations. 

\'Jhen our Cormnittee has with authority and by consensus asked the Committee on 

Disarmament to pursue during its 1983 session, as a matter o~ high priority~ 

negotiations to reach agreement on that convention as quickly as possible, the 

authors of the draft resolution put a question mark over the outcome of the 

neGotiations. This only plays into the hands of those who seek an excuse to impede 

the negotiations to justify their colossal vreapons programmes, in particular~ 

programmes of weapons of mass destruction, including chemical vreapons. 

Fourthly, according to the logic of draft resolution L.54, any Member 

State of the United Nations , whether a party to the 1925 Protocol or not, could 

call for investigations into activities, real or imagined, which, at its 

discretion, i·t considered to be a violation of the 1925 Protocol. In other words, 

draft resolution L.54 tends to legitimize the right of States that are not 

parties to the Protocol to pass judgement on the conduct of States which are, 

while they themselves remain outside the Protocol and are therefore exempt from 

all legal responsibility and other restraints under the Protocol. 

It is for these reasons that mlf delegation voted against draft resolution L.54. 
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Mr. de SOUZA E SILVA (Brazil): My delegation participated in the 

consultations on draft resolution A/C.l/37/L.54, through which its proponents 

endeavoured to elaborate a text that could be generally accepted. Above 

all, as the representative of France emphasized when introducing the draft, 

the aim of this exercise was to arrive at a procedure which would be 

dissociated from the treatment of this question in the past two sessions of the 

General Assembly. 

Unfortunately~ hovrever, a sober appraisal of the situation shows that the 

original aim vrill not be served by the draft resolution just adopted. 

Despite the constructive motivations of the proponents, the issue continues 

to be placed in the context of a confrontation between the two super~PovTers , 

as was the case at the thirty-fifth and thirty-sixth sessions of the General 

Assembly. The success of an undertaking such as that envisaged in the draft. 

resolution depends fundamentally upon the co-operation of the Powers which 

possess the largest arsenals of chemical "lveapons. As seems evident, the 

possibilities of co-operation between those Powers have been undermined by 

the confrontational aspects of the issue. 

In those circumstances , my delegation saw no other course than to abstain, 

consistently with the position it took in 1980 and in 1981 on the resolutions 

on the question of the alleged use of chemical weapons. 

Mr. ~UffiTYNOV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation 

from Russian) : The delegation of the Dyelorussian SSR voted against the 

draft resolution before us. I do not wish to give a detailed argument of 

our position on that draft; we just want to say that we share the very 

proper arguments put forward by a whole series of delegations from various 

groups of countries both before and after the vote. 

At the same time, I should like to refer to some points at this stage. 

The representative of Norway and a number of other representatives tried to 

assure us of the good intentions of the sponsors of the draft resolution 

"lvhich we have just voted on. But we are convinced - and we feel that many 

delegations share this conviction - that the common sense of the international 
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community should lead to draft resolutions being drafted, not on the basis 

of their face value and not simply on whether they are based on good 

intentions: our vote should depend on their objective significance and the 

consequences which will result from them. As for the objective consequences, 

we firmly believe that the consequences of this draft resolution could be 

the underminine of such an important international instrument as the Geneva 

Protocol. 

The draft resolution on which we have just voted is a clear attempt 

to institutionalize the unfortunate Group of Experts on investigating reports 

about supposed use of chemical 1-reapons. That Group did not yield the fruits 

that the sponsors had hoped. 

The argument of some delegations that this draft resolution provides for 

only a temporary, provisional procedure is something vrhich we simply cannot 

accept. The argument in itself shows the weakness of the. position of the 

sponsors of that draft resolution because they have had to use this argument 

to try to get their draft resolution through, even though it is contrary to 

international lavr, by claiming that it was simply a provisional measure. We 

hope that these measures will not even be temporary in nature because, as one 

speaker said, this is like a stillborn child. 

As for the argument adduced by some delegations that the draft resolution 

now before us is not contrary to the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 

because it refers to States not parties to any given treaty and to the 

oblieations incumbent on them under customary law, we feel that this argument 

does not have validity in this case because here we are not talking about 

duties and obligations but rather about rights that may be acquired by 

States not parties to the Geneva Protocol. 

In conclusion, my delegation would like to say that we dissociate 

ourselves from any of the results which may derive from the implementation 

and practice of this draft resolution. 
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The CHAIRMAN: We have now concludPd consideration of draft 

resolution A/C.l/37/L.54. 

Before I adjourn the meeting, I should like to remind members of' the 

Committee that the list of speakers for the general debate on items on 

international peace and security will be closed tomorrow, Tuesday, 

30 November, at 6 p.m. Therefore I once again invite members of' the Committee 

to inscribe their names on the l.ist of' speakers, in order to enabl.e the 

Committee f'ully to util.ize the time available to it. 

The meeting rose at 6.10 p.m. 




